
Translation  -  Letter  submitted  to  IIDB  by  Hugo  Blan.co  being  distributed
in  Latin  America

I  am  leaving  for  Peru  tomorrow.     Things  are  too  hectic  now  to  write
an  organized  document.     But  I  have  to  leave  something  in  writing,   in
case  anything  happens  to  me.

**
To  the  Latin  American  Comrades
Notes  on  the  Bolshevik  Tendency

The  oldest  and  most  experienced  current`in  Latin  American  Trotsky-
ism  is  the  one  now  known  as  the  Bolshevik  Tendency.

This  fact  in  itself ,   as  well  as  the  geographic  extension .of  this
current  clearly  show  its  importance,  especially  for  Iiatin  America.
It  has  a  lot  to  contribute  to  building  the  Fourth  International.

The  author  of  these  notes  learned  Trotskyigm  inside  this  current,
and  I  stand  by  the  positive  things  I.  learned  from  it.     Among  these
could  be  mentioned  the  training  of  a  dedicated  active  membership  and
how  to  work   in  the  mass  movement.                                    `{

This  particular  current  in  Argentina  arose  around  1945.     It  was
represented  by  Comrade  Nahuel  Moreno,  who  is  still  the  central  leader.
On  a  world  scale  Trotskyism  was  much  weaker  at  that  time  than  it  is
today,   in  quality,   as  well  as  in  numbers  and  geographic  breadth;   as  a
result,   this  tendency  developed  in  an  almost  completely  isolated  fashion,
in  one  of  the  regions  most  cut  off  from  the  rest  of  the  world,   and  whose
industrial  development  is  in  no  way  coxparable  to  that  of  Europe  or
North  America.     These   factors undo\lbtedlyhampered  the  political  and
methodological  development  of  the  current.     Some  of  its  weaknesses  were
probably  related  to  this  fact,   for  example,   it  does  not  promote  the
education  of  the  membership;   arguing  that  "we  are  training  activists,
not  intellectuals,"  the  rank .and  file  is  immersed  in  super-activism.
In  contrast  to  other  sections  of  the  International  the  bulk  of  the
theoretical  work  of  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  is  the  work  of  a  single
comrade,  who  writes  on  everything  from  an  analysis  of  the  Armed  Forces
Movement  in  Portugal  to  a  document  on  sexual  morality.     The  lack  of
education  as  a  part  of  the  party's  overall  political  activity,  which
is  characteristic  of  the  Bolshevik  Tendency,  is  also  a  clear  product  of
our  semi-artisan  societies.

There  was  another  f actor  that  contributed  to  the  isolation  of  this
tendency.     In  the  1950's  there  were  two.  important  currents  in  Argentine
Trotskyism;   the  so-called  Moreno  current  and  the  Po8adas  current.  .  The
international  leadership  supported  the  Posadas  current  and  took  it  under
its  wing.     Today,   as  we  know,   this  current  is  advocating  a  united  front
with  flying  saucer  people  and  raises  other  themes  of  similar  importance.
Toward  the  end  of  the  1960's  there  was  another  debate,   this  time  between
the  current  led.by  Comrade  Moreno  and  that  of  Comrade  Santucho.     And  we
know  what  happened  to  the  guerrillaist     current.     So  no  one  should  be
surprised  that  the  members  of  the  Argentine  PST  think  that  all  you  need
to  do  to  work  out  a  correct  line  is  to  listen  to  what  the  International
leadership  says,  and  then  do  the  opposite.
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The  Bolshevik  Tendency  thinks  that  it  is  the  only  capable  leader-
ship  for  the  International,   and  that  Latin  American  Trotskyism  thus
has  nothing  or  nearly  nothing  to  learn  from  the  Trotskyists  in  the  rest
of  the  world.     According  to  Bolshevik  Tendency  mythology  the  sections
that  are  not  led  by  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  are  falling  apart  and  in
disarray.     The  Bolshevik  Tendency  members  believe  that  none  of  the
other  Trotskyists  know  how  to  work  in  the  mass  movement  or  build  rev-
olutionary  parties.

So,   the  development  of  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  is  not  viewed  as  part
of  the  general  development  of  Trotskyism  in  our  time,  but  as  a  Bolshevik
Tendency  product  exclusively.     The  geographic  isolation  of  Latin  America,
the  language  factor,  and  the  lack  of  adequate  information  all  help  to
keep  the  myth  alive;   but  it  begins  to  break  down  whenever  the  Bolshevik
Tendency  envoys  see  other  parts  of  the  world.     As  a  result,   no  other
important  non-Argentine  leader  of  the  Bolshevik  Tendency   (maybe  there
is  an  exception)   has  stayed  with  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  after  having
had  a  period  of  time  to  observe  sections  which  are  not  led  by  the  Bolshe-
vik  Tendency.

The  Bolshevik  Tendency  has  a  monolithic  conception  of  building  the
International  and  the  sections.     It  does  not  believe  it  is  correct  for
different  positions  to  coexist  inside  the  party;   for  the  Bolshevik
Tendency  this   is  an  obstacle  that  must  be  overcome.     So,   if  the  Bolshevik
Tendency  is  in  a  majority  it  tries`to  crush  the  opposition.     The  various
maneuvers  it  has  used  towards  this  end  have  been  denounced   many  times,
and  it  is  not  the  object  of  this  document  to  discuss  them.     But  we  can
point  out  some  of  the  basic  theories  that  are  used  to  justify  this.

"Leadership  discipline."     According  to  this  Bolshevik  Tendency
concept,   the  members  of  a  leadership  cannot  present  their  own  positions
to  the  rest  of  the  party,  but  must  present  the  position  of  the  majority
in  the  leadership;   if  they  tell  the  ranks  what  they  themselves  think,
this  is  a  serious  violation  of  discipline.     The  Bolshevik  Tendency  is
more  flexible,  of  course,   if  it  finds  itself  in  a  minority  in  the  leader-
ship.

The  members  of  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  have  been  convinced  that  it
is  a  Trotskyist  concept  to  compel  tendencies  to  dissolve  after  a
congress,   and  that  they  can  exist  only  in  a  pre-congress  period.     The
correct  criterion  that  the  leadership  determines  the  periods  for  dis-'   cussion,  during  which  the  bulletins  are  published  and  the  internal
party  discussions  are  organized,   is  extended  to  stifle  dissent.-   There
is  a  dangerously  Stalinist  aspect  to  this.

According  to  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  every  deviation  has   a  class
origin.     A  deviation  is  any  discrepancy  with  the  Bolshevik  Tendency
leadership.     Thus,   those  of  us  who  are  not  with  the  Bolshevik  Tendency
are  petty  bourgeois  or  lumpen.     The  Bolshevik  Tendency,   of  course,
always  has  a  "proletarian"  position.

According  to  the  Bolshevik  Tendency,   there  is  one  comrade  who  is
never  wrong,   Comrade  Nahuel  Moreno.      If  Comrade  Moreno  ever  made   an
error,   it  was  discovered  only  after  he  himself  pointed  it  out.     There
is  no  other  possibility.     These  errors,  of  course,  do  not  have  a  class
Origin.
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Unfortunately,  of  al`l  the  leading  members  of  this  current  during
its  initial  phase,   only  two   remain,   Comrade  Moreno  and  Comrade  Anfbal.
The  rest  all  broke  with  them,  one  by  one--in  general  because  they  suf-
fered  from  petty  bourgeois  deviations.     As  a  result,   the  gap  in  know-
ledge  and  experience  between  these  two  older  leaders  and  the  new
cadres  becomes  wider  and  wider.     Since  everyone  with  a  disagreement  is
treated  as  a  political  enemy  and  crushed,  there  is  no  way  to  build  a
tendency  without  a  split.

When  Bolshevik  Tendency  policy  leads  to  failure  this  is  not
attributed  to  an  incorrect  line  or  a  deficierit  methodology:    the  fault
lies  with  those  who  carried  it  out.     It  is  not  unusual  to  hear  Bolshevik
Tendency  comrades  Say,   "I'm  an  idiot,   that's   the  problem."     The  road
is  full  of  scapegoats.

It  is  common  to  make  turns  of   180  degrees,   without  making  any
balance  sheets.     This  has  broker.  many  people.

The  obligation  to  make  "self-criticisms"  is  another  ugly  charac-
teristic  that  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  unfortunately  shares  with  Stalin-
ism,

The  Bolshevik  Tendency  has  correctly  criticized  the  search  for''shortcuts"  in  party-building.     Nevertheless,   the  Bolshevik  Tendency
conception  also  seeks  shortcuts.

*  There  is  no  time  to  educate  the  minority  opposition,  which
stands  in  the  way  of  carrying  out  the  ''correct  line."    So  the  minority
is  to  be  treated  like  an  enemy  and  crushed.

*  When  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  is   in  a  minority,   even  more  time
would  be  lost  in  trying  to  educate  the  majority  from  within  while
following  its  discipline.     The  best  course  is  to  split,  in  order  to
gain  the  freedom  of  action  to  apply  the  "correct  line,"  which,   carried
out  successfully,  will  show  the  others.

*  The  role  of  the  international  leadership  is  to  ''set   the  line"  for
all  the  sections,   including  the  tactical  aspects.     ''It  is  criminal"  to
allow  the  sections  or  young  groups  to  develop  through their   own  ex-
perience  and  their  own  errors.     There  is  no  time  for  that.

*  When  the  class  struggle  intensifies  in  some  country  ''aid"  has
to  be  sent  "urgently"--consisting  of  a  line,  material  resources  and
cadres.    Not  to  do  so  is  to  shirk  internationalism,   and  since  the
present  leadership  is  not  doing  so  it  is  "inept."

This  Bolshevik  Tendency  logic  has  done  a  lot  of  damage  to  the
I`eal  development  of  Trotskyism,   especially  in  Latin  Anel`ica.

Our  pal`ties  and  theil`  respective  leadel`ships  cannot  develop
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if  theil`  matul.ation  is  stunted  by  Bolsbevik  TendeDcy  paternalism
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point  out  that  the  Bolsbevik  Tendency  method  is  at  fault,  but  I`ather
a  scapegoat--which,  of  course,   is  nevel`  Comrade  Moreno.

Unfortunately  oul`  parties  in  Latin  America,  precisely  because
they  al`e  weak  and  inexpel.ienced,   al`e  easy  pl`ey  for  the  Bolshevik
Tendency  apparatus.

It  would  t>e  incorl.ect  to  impose  other  oadl`es,  otber  means,   and
another  liDe  to  countel`act  Bolshevik  Tendency  colonialism;  this
would  only  t>e  to  fall   into  the  methodology  that  we  have  to  combat.

The  road  ahead  is  pol`e  difficult.     We  must  I`esist,   even  though  we
al`e  at  a  disadvaDtage,  but  we  have  to  have  the  courage  to  do  it.

Now  that  the  dangel`  of  ultraleftist  deviation  has  been  over-
come  iD  Latin  Amel.ica;

Now  that  the  two  major  intel`national  tendencies  have  been  dis-
so lv ed ;

Now  that  Iiatin  America  is  experiencing  an  upsul`ge  that  offers
us  magnificent  oppol`tunities  for  the  development  of  Trotskyism;

Now,   tbe  main  obstacle  to  this  development  al`e  the  negative
features  of  tbe  Bolshevik  Tendency.

When  I  speak  of  negative  aspects  I  am  I.efel`ring  mainly  to  the
colonialism  and  factionalism  of  the  Bolshevik  Tendency.     The  struggle
against  this  takes  place  through  the  struggle  for  the  unity  of
Trotskyism  and  against  interventionism.

It  is  not  a  matter  of  excluding  the  comrades  of  the  Bolshevik
Tendency  fl`om  our  I`espective  sections;   it  is  a  matter  of  teaching
them  how  t;o  live  in  the  same  party  as  those  of  us  who  are  Trotskyists"despite"  not  belonging  to  the  Bolshevik  Tendency.     In  this  sense
I  believe  that  the  Mexican  section  has  made  a  big  advance.

The  growing  intel`relation  between  I.atin  American  Trotskyists,
the  intercbange  of  expel`ience,  will  help  us  to  win  the  t)attle.
We  should  not  t)e  sectal`ian  towal`d  the  Bolshevik  Tendency  comrades.
Ijet  us  not  forget  that  among  those  who  al`e  today  fighting  against
those  hal`mful  methods  al`e  some  of  us  who  were  once  the  favorite  sons
of  that  cul`rent.

Peru  1961.     A  gr.eat  upsurge  of  the  peasant  masses.     Our  group
is  heading  up  thei process  and  leal`ning  to  build  itself  through  its
own  mistakes.

Then  comes  the  ''aid''  fl`om  the  curl`ent  that  is  today  the  Bolshevik
Tendency--with  a  line.  1eadiDg  cadl`es  and  material  resoul`ces.

The  initial  "aid"  and  then  the  withdrawal  of  that  "aid"  later
oD.  led  to  tbe  destruction  of  the  ol`ganization.
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I  didD't  have  to  make  a  self-criticism,    nor  go  throuBb  a

pel`iod  of  I`e-educatioD,  in  ol.der  to  get  t)ack  into  tbe  par.ty,  because,
unfol`tunately,   the  ol`ganizatiofl  disappeared.

Pel`u,   1978:     A  gI`eat  upsurge  of  the  masses.     Our  group  proves
to  be  "the  outstanding  fol`ce  on  the  left"  in  tbe  elections,  learning
to  build  itself  through  its  own  err.ol`s.

Then  comes  the  "aid"  from  the  Bolshevik  TeDdency,  with  a  line,
etc.

The  rest  of  the  story  remains  to  be  told...

Paris    .
14  July,   1978
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